Universal Fit - Compressor Sound Blankets

eNoise Control Compressor Sound Blanket is a removable and reusable acoustic wrap. The material is a universal fit for most sizes of compressor units. The pre-engineered, noise blocking, acoustic insulation system is designed to reduce annoying noise levels and improve the surrounding environment overall. Virtually any compressors can use the wraps, including irregular surfaces. The use of the compressor blankets will not adversely affect the compressor's performance. The sound blankets are a typical form of noise reduction for compressors and most manufacturers use them to reduce unwanted sound. Blankets install with minimal effort and feature a Velcro fastening system. No additional tools or materials are required for installation.

Model ECSB12 - Fits most all scroll and reciprocating compressors - our most versatile blanket. Fits models such as Bristol H, Carlyle P/W, Copeland BR/CR/CT, Tecumseh AG/RK/SF and many others. Maximum Size: 12" x 12" x 19" high

Sound Blanket provides a minimum 5 dB noise reduction. This represents a 40%+ reduction in noise levels. Our two-part design allows for varying heights and girths of compressors and the overlapping seams avoid gaps and this helps trap the sound inside the blanket. During installation the blanket naturally adapts to accommodate the various positions of the suction/discharge lines and control box. Hook and loop straps make the blanket easy to fasten and install.